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This thesis briefly describes my current body of work, both formally and conceptually. The section titled Pattern Within Form, describes the concepts behind the use of stamps and molds, and the process of separately throwing segments of a single form and attaching them together. It also discusses the visual influences of industrial materials that I have translated onto the surface of the vessel. Process and Material describes a typical reduction cool firing within a wood kiln. It explains the differences between cottonwood, elm, box elder, and pine, as well as the comparisons between a firing that is shut off at peak temperature, and a firing that is fired through its cooling to 1400°F. This section also describes my continual research within ceramic materials. Artistic Influences and the Conclusion expound on who and what I look to for references and where I see my work going in the near future.
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When I started working with the idea of decorating the surface of my pots with patterns, the patterns and forms directly related to my daily four-mile run in historic downtown Louisville. I was drawn to the characteristics of worn industrial equipment, including sewer and drain covers, old automobiles and fire hydrants. My interest was not in the objects themselves as much as it was in the mechanical patterning on them with the additional wearing through natural circumstance. It is the idea of planned and unplanned or organic and inorganic reacting to one another that intrigued me.

Parallel to this idea, I was also actively researching historic pots. I was looking to ceramic history to get formal ideas and to be able to understand better the sources of traditional forms that are present in modern day ceramics. Oribe pots from the Monoyama period (1573-1615) in Japan instantly intrigued me. Oribe characteristics include intense, rough, magnanimous free forms that distinguished it from other tea ceremony wares of that time. What specifically captured my attention with these wares was the non-affectatious interplay between the brushed designs and glaze application. A characteristic Oribe ware generally included a painted grid based on something within the natural environment or a fabric pattern, next to a glossy drippy green glaze. The forms I was attracted to were very simple, often geometric shapes (Figure 1 and 2). I was drawn

---

to this combination of varied surface treatments and it related similarly to concepts I was beginning to explore in my own work.

Using Oribe as inspiration for surface decoration, I started combining abstract representations of seeds and pods with loosely executed linear grids (Figure 3). However, while I was working in this fashion I became less interested in painting on the surface of the pot, and more interested in carving or impressing the clay, affecting the texture and form. The transition from brushwork to impressing and carving clay was a natural progression. I was firing a salt kiln at the time, and a pot with a textured surface better suited that type of firing than brushwork alone.

It was not until I moved to Utah that I really began to explore impressing clay in a way that not only created patterns as a texture but also altered the form itself. I discovered that if I pressed hard enough into soft enough clay, the patterns would appear inversely on the interior of the vessel, also accentuating the form. After noticing how much a stamp or impression could alter the form, I started throwing simpler forms, for example, a cylinder with a subtle s-curve, or a bowl with a wide rim at the top. The forms were directly influenced by how the stamps would affect them, essentially becoming a general shape that the stamp would then define (Figure 4).

The stamps and molds I use are both found and created. The stamps are made from wood, plaster, metal, or bisqued clay. The patterns or shapes themselves are based greatly on designs I have found within industrial materials, such as manhole covers, drains, and vent screens. It is through this variety of material and simple geometric shapes that I explore the variations that happen when an exacting stamp is impressed into soft clay.
A secondary more process oriented pattern that has developed, is the way the pots are put together. As I have just mentioned, the use of stamps directly influenced the progression of the forms. After simplifying the form on the wheel, I began separating the form itself into units or segments. This is something I had worked on prior to Utah, however, it was not until I watched Takashi Nakazato putting together a traditional rice bale, in a similar fashion, that I was inspired to revisit this process. Outside of the tumblers and bowls, all the forms are thrown in separate pieces, or units as I have begun to call them, and then attached together after they are trimmed and stamped. While I do not fully understand why I work this way, I am continually motivated to create new ways to further separate the parts of a single vessel, enjoying the potential within the possibilities of the finished form. Within this additional process there are seams or juncture points that I leave visible. This allows the viewer access to part of the process of how the pot was made (Figure 5). Similarly, with my platters made from a press mold, I will leave the seams from the sections of clay I press into the mold visible. This again, exposes the process I am using, but also creates subtle variations within the form.

It is the process of throwing separate units and then attaching them along with the use of molds and stamps as a determining process that has become the basis for all of my forms. This way of working allows me to discover new and exciting relationships between proportion and form, as well as letting the clay remain expressive within the variations of surface and juncture points.
Figure 1 - Oribe vase

(original context, Kuroda, R. & Murayama, T, p86)
Figure 2- Oribe platter
(original context, Kuroda, R. & Murayama, T., p78)
Figure 3- Lindsay Oesterritter bowl
(Photograph taken by Lindsay Oesterritter)
Figure 4- Example of cylinders with a subtle s-curve that have been impressed with a wooden stamp.

(Photograph taken by Lindsay Oesterritter)
Figure 5- Example of an oil cruet that has been made with five separate segments.

*(Photograph taken by Lindsay Oesterritter)*
PROCESS AND MATERIAL

I fire reduction cool in a wood kiln, firing up to cone 9 (2200°F), and then back down to 1400°F. A typical firing lasts approximately forty hours. It is necessary to fire the kiln this length of time to obtain sufficient ash build up on the surface of the pots. After experimenting with different types of wood and the effects they have within the kiln, I have discovered that a combination of cottonwood, elm, box elder and pine, produces the desired effects. Cottonwood, elm and box elder all produce a substantial amount of coal in the kiln without producing as much heat as pine. If there is too much coal build up in the kiln, the coal actually begins to clog or block the airflow through the kiln, making it difficult to keep the temperature steady while continually depositing ash on the surface of the pots. Pine contrastingly, produces a low amount of coal but a long lasting amount of heat.

However, pine’s affect on the surface of the pots is not as desirable. Pine tends to look yellow and runny, while the drips of ash from elm or box elder tend to happen less frequently, and can be anything from red to dark yellow, with a more matte finish. Cottonwood yields a very dry surface with subtle flashing ranging from green, gray, orange and more rarely purple or blue. By using a combination of these woods I am able to produce depth within the surface variation of my pots as well as hold the kiln at specific temperatures without developing a profuse amount of coal.

Typically, when a reducing kiln is shut off at peak temperature, lacking the necessary fuel, the kiln becomes oxidized, allowing the pots to reoxidize and produce
lighter tones within the clay body. A high iron clay body, for example, might appear red or brown. By cooling the kiln to 1400°F in a reducing atmosphere I am not allowing black iron to reoxidize to red iron oxide on the surface of the vessel, yielding black with a high iron clay body. The flashing on a pot reduced to 1400°F is also darker in tone, and does not follow the flame pattern within the kiln as much as it relates to the pot’s placement in the kiln and the way the kiln was stacked. The red on the pots within the exhibition is caused by localized reoxidation around 1400°F. Generally, this happens in lower regions of the kiln, where the coals are covering the vessels, or where the pots are stacked closely together. While I stop cooling the kiln at 1400°F, the coals and stacks of pots will hold their heat longer than the rest of the kiln, staying at a temperature (above 1400°F) that is still able to reoxidize.

The varied dry, dark surface from this type of firing directly relates to the surface qualities of the materials I look to for pattern ideas, and connects to my personal sensibility. I enjoy the quiet nature of such a dry surface, creating subtle variations that are not immediately noticed.

Firing reduction cool is the first time I have ever thought about controlling the temperature of the kiln and or the length of the cooling. This type of firing has made me aware that, by controlling the atmosphere within the kiln, and the rate of cooling, I can change the results of the firing. This idea of lengthening the cooling process has also started me on an investigation with the salt gas kiln, specifically with a Wollastonite clay body. Unlike the clays I am currently using in the reduction cool kiln, the Wollastonite body is affected less by the atmosphere being in a state of reduction or oxidation, and more by the length of the cooling.
Finding a clay body that suits me has been a source of constant exploration and discovery. I have yet to settle on any clay, however, for the purpose of this examination I will mention the most influential within the exhibition. Specifically, I use high iron stoneware bodies, or buff stoneware bodies that I slip with a high iron clay (Red Art or an iron ore, Crocusmartis). I use Lesch-Middleton stoneware for the tumblers and mugs. It is a tight stoneware that yields a smooth, polished surface pleasing to drink from. Extended 50/50 stoneware is more open and coarse. It is good for hand building and also has a gritty texture that works well with stamping and press molds, producing subtle roughness at the edges of the forms. When I work with buff stoneware and then slip it with a high iron clay, it is because of the variations within the flashing, changing from the lighter gray tones of the visible clay, to the dark black, red, green, and sometimes purple and yellow tones of the slip itself. A slip also tends to allow for more variation within texture and color. Being more interested in the surface effects of the clay body in the wood kiln I only use a liner glaze when it adds to the function of the pot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wollastonite Body</th>
<th>50/50 Extended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imco 800</td>
<td>Holmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Ball Clay</td>
<td>Lizella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wollastonite</td>
<td>Imco 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Grog</td>
<td>Foundry Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Custer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Being particularly process oriented, my sketchbook acts as a springboard for general formal and conceptual ideas. From the sketchbook I make three to four initial forms. Reworking or focusing on aspects from those three dimensional sketches, I develop one or more forms into a series. I hand build and throw on a kick wheel. All the
platters have been made with a press mold. All the other forms were thrown on the wheel in two or more parts and then assembled to complete the form. I use the press mold as the determining process for the shape of the platter. While pressing slabs or coils into the mold I vary the amount of pressure I put onto the clay in the mold, and the routine of how I place the clay into the mold. These variations of pressure and placement aid in the distinctions between the platters produced. Similarly to the molds, I use the stamps as a determined impression, varying the placement and how hard I press them into the form, to produce distinctions within the surface and texture within a vessel.
ARTISTIC INFLUENCES

Many people have influenced me throughout my explorations in clay. There is not one person who stands out as an overwhelming influence, as much as I hold many small admirations for a group of passionate and intelligent artists and educators, both historically and in the present.

Influenced early by Oribe ware, I have continued to look to Japan for ideas. Specifically, Mokubei and Kenzan, potters during the Edo period (1616-1868), have influenced me. Mokubei influenced me with his sophisticated use of sprigs and molds (Figure 6). I admire his ability to let the clay move within a mold, being able to keep a freshness with a determined line. Kenzan has inspired me with his repetition between contours of the form and the brushwork. "Kenzan ware managed to be at once poetic and potlike"² (Figure 7). Takashi Nakazato, a modern day Karatsu potter, has influenced me by his beautiful yet unusual combinations of proportion and form (Figure 8). These wares have broadened my idea of what is beautiful and motivated me to experiment within my own work. But, almost more importantly, Takashi has influenced me with his spirit. He has such an ability to live in the moment, actively learning new things at 72 years old, telling stories of making 700 bowls a day in his youth, sharing with everyone his knowledge, and laughing when someone asks him how much he sells his work for.

Takashi Nakazato, Richard Parker, and Elisa Helen-Hansen are a few of the many

---

modern day studio potters that have amazed and inspired me by their energy, commitment, and continual research within their field. I aspire to contribute to this community.
Figure 6 - Mokubei bowl
(Original context, translated, Tadanari, Mitsuoka, (1990). Mokubei, Heibonsha, p76)
Figure 7- Kenzan dish
(Original context, Wilson, R., cover image)

Figure 8- Nakazato rice bale
(original context, www.westword.com/issues/1999-12-23/art.html)
CONCLUSION

The one issue I am continually faced with is, how I can make a pot more pleasant to use with such a dry matte surface. While I am partial to a quiet varied surface, it may not suit certain forms, plates and bowls for example. The surface does not work well with utensils scraping against it. I will continue to research clays for the reduction cool wood kiln, trying to find a buff surface that still yields sufficient variation. Also, as an alternative, I will explore clays within the salt kiln that will produce a smooth surface, equally subtle. My process will continue to be honed and I will broaden my selection of stamps and molds, possible looking to textiles for additional inspiration.


Tadanari, Mitsuoka, (1990). Mokubei, Heibonsha


www.westworkd.com/issues/1999-12-23/art.html
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